ABSTRACT Recent years have witnessed growing attention to the mobile data gathering schemes using autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) in underwater sensor networks (UWSNs). In this paper, a novel cluster-based mobile data gathering (CMDG) scheme for large-scale UWSNs is presented to make a tradeoff between the data gathering latency and energy saving. To cluster the acoustic sensors and cover their heads with the shortest possible tour, we first formulate it into an optimization problem and then propose two efficient algorithms to obtain the near-optimal solutions in the less computational time. We also discuss the impact of topology change on the CMDG performance. To the best of our knowledge, CMDG is the first AUV tour planning scheme which is able to deal with the sensors mobility in UWSNs. CMDG is scalable and also applicable in both connected and disconnected networks. In terms of energy-latency tradeoff, CMDG can effectively keep the tour length short while prolonging the network lifetime compared to those of the existing mobile data gathering schemes. The effectiveness of CMDG is validated through an extensive simulation study which reveals the performance improvement in the energy saving, data gathering latency, and packet delivery ratio.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, underwater acoustic sensor networks have gained a great interest in a wide range of aquatic applications, such as environmental monitoring, pollution monitoring, disaster prevention, battlefield surveillance, exploration of ocean resource, etc [1] - [3] . Underwater sensors are spatially distributed in a marine environment to gather data and deliver them to a destination, which may be a static sink, or a mobile sink (e.g. AUV) [4] . Surface sink then delivers the accumulated information to the monitoring center via the terrestrial radio links for further analysis, as shown in Fig. 1 . Due to the quick absorption of radio waves in water, underwater sensors take the advantage of acoustic transmission. However, a data packet should be transmitted with the higher power to cope with the path loss and high bit error rate which makes the energy consumption as a major concern [5] - [7] .
In a multi-hop data forwarding model, the energy of sensors near to the static sink is depleted quickly because of
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relaying a high number of data packets generated from different sources. Therefore, these sensors may die earlier than others and consequently affecting the network connectivity. The connectivity problem can be exacerbated in a large-scale UWSN [8] , [9] . Nonetheless, data gathering using AUV is more appropriate for large-scale networks due to decreasing the number of transmissions and balancing the energy consumption [10] .
AUV is a mobile sink equipped with a powerful transceiver, moving through the underwater field to continuously gather data packets from sensors [11] , [12] . The data collection tour is periodically started from a static base station, followed by gathering data packets from sensors, and completed by delivering data packets to the static base station [13] . Using an AUV contributes to prolonging the lifetime of acoustic sensors since any packet relay is bounded within a given number of hops. It also equally distributes energy consumption in order to preserve the network coverage [14] .
An optimal AUV tour planning should always make a trade-off between data gathering latency and energy saving [15] , [16] . The maximum energy saving for sensors can be achieved when the AUV visits each sensor directly to collect the data. However, visiting all sensors in the field requires a longer tour which can increase the data gathering latency. Hence, the local aggregation in a subset of sensors, as cluster heads, can reduce the data gathering latency. The energy consumption and packet loss are reduced by bounding the number of transmission hops from members to CHs [17] , [18] .
In recent years, a variety of mobile data gathering schemes have been proposed for the terrestrial wireless sensor networks [17] , [19] - [22] . However, due to the different characteristics of UWSNs, such as three-dimensionality, high propagation delay, limited bandwidth, and path loss, mobile data gathering schemes proposed for terrestrial networks are impractical in the underwater environment [23] , [24] . Taking into account the different characteristics of the underwater environment, designing efficient mobile data gathering schemes for UWSNs is crucial.
In this paper, a new Cluster-based Mobile Data gathering scheme (CMDG) is proposed to improve the packet delivery ratio, energy consumption, latency, and tour length compared to those of other proposed protocols. The CMDG selects a subset of acoustic sensors as Cluster Heads (CHs) to collect data from affiliated members. The packet relay is bounded within a few numbers of hops to reduce the energy consumption and the chance of collisions at sensors. The aggregated data is then collected using an AUV visiting them in a certain order. To this end, we first formulate the problem into an optimization problem, and then propose a centralized and distributed clustering algorithm to obtain the near-optimal solutions. In centralized clustering, we take advantage of randomness and greediness to create some local solutions, and to find an acceptable solution among them using less computational time. In distributed clustering, underwater sensors compete to be a cluster head based on their priority in a distributed manner.
We also show that CMDG can keep its performance high in the presence of sensor mobility while many other mobile data gathering approaches are impractical to be used in such a dynamic environment. CMDG supports the proactive maintenance of routes within each cluster, and route discovery is only required when a sensor departs from its original cluster. In CMDG, sensor mobility is handled locally which leads to perform properly over a variety of conditions. Using this technique, the clustering phase does not need to be repeated frequently. Furthermore, it is shown that the mobility information can be used to improve the efficiency of AUV tour planning and maintenance.
This paper is an extended version of our previous work [25] , [26] . The present paper extends the previous work with formulating the problem into an optimisation problem, discussing the problem complexity, and proposing a mobility handling mechanism. We also propose additional results related to the network parameters impacts such as sensor mobility, relay hop bound, and different network sizes. The mobile data gathering scheme is also discussed with more details and examples. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we motivate this work and present the related work. In Section III, we provide a detailed description of the system model. In Section IV, CMDG is presented in detail. In Section V, the impact of sensor mobility on CMDG performance is discussed. Section VI presents and discusses the results of our simulation study. In Section VII, we conclude the paper.
II. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we motivate this work and present the related work.
A. MOTIVATION
In UWSNs, there are two main categories of data forwarding: pressure based and geographic greedy data forwarding [4] . The pressure based data forwarding can only be used in deep scenarios where the data packets can be forwarded towards the surface using the depth information [27] , [28] . However, in a flat network in which sensors are distributed in the same depth, but different horizontal coordinates, pressure based approaches are impractical.
In the category of geographic greedy forwarding, each sensor relays the data packet closer to the destination in each hop using the geographic position information [29] . An example of a geographic greedy forwarding is shown in Fig. 2 . However, there are some constraints which can limit the performance of a geographic greedy forwarding in the underwater environment. First of all, GPS does not work in an underwater environment. Therefore, there is a need to use more complex localisation techniques to obtain the geographic coordinates for each sensor. Second, some packets must be relayed in a high number of hops to reach the destination. As can be seen in Fig. 2 , some paths between a source and the destination include so many hops and the packet failure probability increases in these kinds of paths because UWSN is a noisy and lossy environment. Moreover, the energy and the network resources are wasted because there is no bound on the number of packet transmissions. Even worse, some sensors which are closer to the destination VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. Geographic greedy data forwarding.
become a bottleneck in terms of energy because they must relay lots of packets from different sources to the destination.
Finally, the greedy forwarding approach may fail because of communication voids [4] , [30] . In this case, a data packet may be dropped because a forwarding sensor cannot find any other neighboring sensor closer than itself to the destination. As an example, this phenomenon is presented in Fig. 2 where sensor v is a void sensor because it cannot find any neighboring sensor closer to the destination. Data packets are therefore stuck in the void node and cannot proceed. The void problem in geographic greedy forwarding decreases the network performance in terms of the packet delivery ratio and energy.
Mobile data gathering, instead, is quite useful in these kinds of scenarios to cope with the void, energy waste, and high bit error rate problems. A number of studies have been reported in the literature to use mobile data gathering mechanisms to improve energy efficiency in terrestrial networks [17] , [19] - [21] . However, these mechanisms cannot be used directly in an underwater environment without considering their challenging constraints. Over the past few years, some mobile data gathering techniques are specifically proposed for UWSNs. In what follows, we briefly review those underwater mobile data gathering protocols that are based on some realistic assumptions.
B. RELATED WORK
Mobicast [31] is a mobile data gathering scheme in which the AUV traverses a predetermined circular path to gather data packets from sensors in different geographic areas called 3-D zone of references (3-D ZOR). The data packets are directly forwarded to an AUV using multi-hop transmissions and without using any clustering mechanism. While the AUV investigates sensors within a 3-D ZOR t , it should notify the sensors within 3-D ZOR t+1 to enter the active mode to be ready for the arrival of AUV. However, some limitations can confine the data gathering performance. For instance, to deal with the sensor mobility and finding the alternative paths, a larger coverage area is also considered to surround the 3-D ZOR. This coverage area may involve more relaying sensors and hence more energy consumption. Moreover, data collection from all sensors in the sensing field is not possible because only sensors within 3-D ZORs are investigated.
In AEERP (AUV aided Energy Efficient Routing Protocol) [32] , an AUV is employed to traverse a predetermined elliptical trajectory in each data gathering round. A group of sensors is selected as the gateway to receive and deliver the data packets to an AUV. Each gateway sensor is selected based on the distance to the AUV trajectory and also the residual energy. Each member is then allocated to a gateway using a Shortest Path Tree (SPT). Nevertheless, there is no bound on the hop distance from members to a gateway, which causes higher energy consumption. In terms of the void problem, a group of nodes may be isolated and cannot reach any gateway near to the AUV trajectory. The packets generated by these nodes are dropped as no recovery mechanism is considered.
In AURP (AUV-aided Underwater Routing Protocol) [33] , multiple AUVs are employed to gather data from predetermined gateway nodes. The gateway nodes should periodically broadcast their interest in receiving data to be used by sensors for routing paths establishment. AURP inherently addresses the void problem as the reachability information to the sink and gateways is distributed among the nodes. However, AURP is only suitable for a static network as it cannot deal with the node mobility. The procedure of gateway selection with its overhead has not been investigated thoroughly in AURP. Furthermore, an AUV trajectory is a fixed elliptical path which decreases the flexibility when facing different network densities and topologies.
AUV_PN [34] is another mobile data gathering scheme in which the network is divided into a number of clusters. A cluster is further divided into several sub-clusters with a Path Node (PN) to gather data from its members. During the data gathering operation, the AUV travels to the nearest CH to retrieve the list of PNs and then visits each PN to gather data. After visiting all PNs in a cluster, the AUV travels to the next nearest CH and repeat the same procedure until all clusters are visited. Finally, the AUV returns to the base station to deliver all aggregated data. However, the tour constructed by the AUV crosses over itself and is not optimal. Having a larger network, the data packets should be transmitted with higher power because of the high distances between PNs and members. The procedure of network-partitioning is also complicated and consumes a lot of energy.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, the network architecture and physical layer model are described in detail. A typical mobile data gathering UWSN has been shown in Fig. 1 .
A. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
Acoustic sensors are distributed in a 3D network topology. The depth of sensors is fixed and it is initially assumed that sensors are static or anchored to the subsea-floor [31] , [34] . Later, a realistic sensor mobility model is considered to evaluate the network performance under continuous topology changes. Sensors are homogeneous in terms of power and transmission range. The Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) can be used by sensors to measure the pairwise distances [35] . Sensors are also unaware of their full geographical coordinates.
A mobile sink (AUV) is deployed at a fixed depth above the acoustic sensors with the ability to move in all directions. The AUV can obtain the full geographical coordinates of each sensor by marking the location where it receives data from [36] . The gathered data by the AUV should be delivered to a static sink on the water surface. These assumptions have been widely used in [31] and [34] - [36] .
B. PHYSICAL LAYER MODEL
The BELLHOP ray tracing model [37] , [38] can represent the underwater acoustic channel model by performing acoustic ray tracing for a given speed of sound profile and absorbing boundary conditions. In this model, the acoustic fields can be computed via Gaussian beam tracing to predict the ray trajectories of arrivals using parameters such as sound speed profile, signal frequency, the depth of source and receiver, the horizontal distance between sensors, and bathymetric information [39] . The behavior of this propagation model is very similar to experimental studies for acoustic propagation in underwater environments [40] .
To implement the BELLHOP model, the parameters are adopted from [41] to carry out ray tracing and transmission loss. The channel consists of an iso-speed sound velocity profile with the speed of sound in water equal to 1500 m/s, and bottom sound speed equal to 1800 m/s. The seawater density and sea-bottom density are taken as 1024 kg/m 3 and 1843 kg/m 3 , respectively.
IV. CMDG DETAILS
In this section, our proposed scheme (CMDG) is presented.
A. OVERVIEW
The tour-planing schemes have gained much attention in UWSNs by finding an efficient way of regularly collecting data from sensors. The CMDG is a cluster-based scheme in which a subset of sensors are selected as Cluster Heads (CHs) to receive data from the affiliated sensors within a limited number of hops and deliver the aggregated data to an AUV when it arrives within a single-hop vicinity of the CH. The CMDG finds a short tour for an AUV to visit each CH in a certain order. An example of a mobile data gathering scheme with a constraint of two hops distance from members to a CH is depicted in Fig. 3 .
The relay hop count between members and CHs should be bounded for a number of reasons. First, energy efficiency can be obtained by confining the number of packet transmissions from members to CHs [17] . Second, the chance of packet failure is increased by forwarding a packet over several hops in a noisy channel of the underwater environment [42] . Third, the buffering capacity of each sensor is limited, and consequently, a high number of sensors cannot be allocated to one CH. The relay hop bound, d, is a system parameter which can be set based on the application priorities on the latency and energy saving. The d can be set to a small value for delay-insensitive applications to save more energy at sensors. Mobile data gathering schemes are especially appropriate for applications which can tolerate the delay [17] .
For the clustering and tour planning, the problem is first formulated into an optimisation problem, and then two efficient algorithms are proposed to solve the problem with less computational time. In the centralized approach, CHs are selected using a greedy iterative search method while in the distributed approach, sensors compete with each other to become a CH.
Although the data gathering phase consumes a significant amount of energy, its performance mostly depends on the ability of the clustering phase to cluster the network efficiently [19] . During each tour, the AUV visits all CHs to collect the aggregated data and then returns to the static sink to deliver all received data and starts the next data gathering tour.
B. PROBLEM COMPLEXITY
Our main objective is to find a subset of sensors as CHs in order to minimize the length of the tour going through them while other sensors are covered within the relay hop bound of those CHs. Before giving the formulation, we discuss the computational complexity of this problem. We have the following theorem regarding our mobile data gathering problem called CMDG.
Theorem 1: CMDG problem belongs to the class of NP-hard problems.
Proof: All sensors can become unreachable from each other if the transmission range of sensors is reduced to a certain level. In this case, the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) which is NP-hard can be reduced to a special case of CMDG problem in polynomial time (i.e. TSP ≤ P CMDG). Let TR be the transmission range of sensors. The AUV can collect data from a sensor when it enters the transmission of the sensor. Note that when TR is below a certain level (i.e. TR → 0), the AUV should find a minimal tour visiting all sensors which is known as TSP problem. In this case, the TSP problem is reduced to our problem (CMDG) in polynomial time. Thus, the CMDG problem is NP-hard.
C. PROBLEM FORMULATION USING MIP
In this section, we formulate the mobile data gathering scheme into an optimization problem. Let S = {s 0 , s 1 , . . . , s n } be a set of n sensors randomly distributed in the region of interest with one sink node, s 0 . The cost of the distance between sensors s i and s j is also represented by q i,j . We also assume q i,i = ∞, ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , n}. The d-hop neighbors of each sensor, s i , is indicated by N d (s i ). In a formal way, our problem is to find a subset of S to form the cluster heads in which every other member of S is covered by at least one CH with a maximum number of d hops, and a tour with the minimum length of T can be determined to visit all CHs.
We define the following decision variables:
• z i,j is a binary variable which is one if tour contains the link (s i , s j ).
• f i,j indicates the flow on link (s i , s j ); note that f i,j = 0 when z i,j = 0.
• u i is a binary variable which is one if tour includes node s i as a CH.
Our problem is formulated as a Mixed-Integer Programming (MIP) as follows:
Find variables z i,j , f i,j , u i which satisfy:
Letting z * i,j , f * i,j , u * i be the optimal solution to MIP problem, the graph G( * , E) can be associated with that solution, where * is the CHs set and E = {(i, j)|z * i,j = 1} is equal to its arc set.
In the above formulation, the objective function (1) minimizes the tour length T . Constraint (2) ensures that each sensor can be covered by at least one CH within the d-hops distance, such that its packets can be collected during the AUV tour. The coverage of each sensor depends on the underwater physical layer model which is defined in Section III-B. Thus, d-hop connectivity and coverage in the tour planning formulation are determined by parameters like the transmission power, packet size, channel attenuation and noises [4] , [38] . Constraints (3) (4) guarantee that the AUV enters and departs each selected CH and the data sink only once. Constraints (5)- (7) are considered to exclude the solutions with sub-tours and those without including sink as the starting and ending point. Constraint (5) ensures that there is an incoming and outgoing flow for each selected CH, while outgoing flow is one unit more than the incoming flow. Constraint (6) restricts that the incoming flow to the sink node, s 0 , is equal to the number of selected CHs in the tour. Finally, constraint (7) enforces that link (s i , s j ) can only have a flow if it is included in the tour.
Our problem formulation can also be extended for multiple sinks. In this case, each sink is considered as an isolated node which should be visited during the AUV tour. The constraint (2) guarantees that these sink nodes are included in the tour. The impact of multiple static sinks on mobile data gathering performance depends on different parameters such as the location of static sinks, network dimensions and density [33] .
To perform the optimal solution, the d-hop degree and geographical coordinates of each sensor are required. The d-hop degree of each sensor can be calculated by having onehop adjacency information and constructing the neighborhood graph. The sensors geographical coordinates are also used to calculate the pairwise distances between sensors. This information can be gathered during the discovery phase. In the discovery phase, each underwater sensor broadcasts a control packet including the packet type and sensor ID. Upon receiving a control packet, each receiving sensor updates its neighboring table based on the newly discovered sensor.
After the information exchange, the AUV needs to travel the entire sensing field to collect sensors information and marks their locations. Underwater sensors are unaware of their location; however, the AUV can obtain sensors coordinates by marking the locations where it receives data from them. While exploring, the AUV can broadcast control packets periodically to discover the sensors. When a sensor receives a control packet from the AUV, it should respond to AUV using an ACK message. The AUV then marks its current location and links it with the ID of the sensor.
After exploring of all sensors, the AUV returns to the static sink to upload the sensor list and their locations. Using the collected information, the monitoring center solves the optimisation problem to determine the cluster heads, members and the AUV tour. After the tour planning, the clustering information should be disseminated in the entire field by AUV. The AUV data gathering can be initiated after the tour planning and data dissemination.
If the network topology is static, the planned tour and clusters are fixed over time. However, if the network is dynamic, a mobility handling mechanism is required to maintain the data gathering performance and keep the initial clusters valid for a longer time. The mobility handling mechanism will be discussed in Section V.
D. CENTRALIZED CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
A new centralized clustering algorithm is proposed in this section to obtain local optimal solutions for the CMDG clustering problem. In order to solve the problem approximately, CMDG is performed iteratively until an acceptable solution can be found in a limited amount of time. The features of randomness and greediness are simultaneously used in the CMDG clustering algorithm to generate different solutions in each local search while providing a faster convergence to a local minimum.
Some effective features should be determined to find the optimal solution among all the solutions found in the centralized algorithm. First, the distance of the selected cluster heads to the sink node should be taken into consideration. Cluster heads distributed close to the sink usually lead to having a shorter tour. Second, having a smaller number of CHs can contribute to having a shorter tour as well. The CMDG centralized clustering is proposed in Algorithm 1. Table 1 also shows the notations used in this paper.
Let S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n } be a set of acoustic sensors which are uniformly distributed in the region of interest. The temporary set, , is used to maintain the selected CHs of each solution. After each iteration, the new solution is compared with the best solution found so far, and may replace it if obtained a better result. The numCH indicates the number of CHs, and totalDist keeps the total distance of all those CHs to the sink. The initial values of numCH and totalDist are set as infinite (lines 2-3).
In order to obtain a wider range of solutions, the maximum number of iterations, maxitr, should be properly selected (line 4). At each iteration, a random value is selected from interval [0, 1] and assigned to λ as a real parameter (line 5). A new greedily biased solution is then generated by calling the clustering procedure. In this procedure, a group of sensors is selected as CHs while each of the remaining sensors is Clustering(S, λ, )
for each s i ∈ do
end for 10: if | | < numCH and dist < totalDist then 11: numCH = | | associated with one CH following the relay hop bound limitation (line 6).
The solution obtained from the clustering procedure is compared with the best solution * found so far. The total distances of all CHs within to the static sink should be calculated and assigned to the variable dist (lines 7-9). If dist is less than the totalDist and the number of CHs is less than the numCH , the current solution is stored as a better solution in * , and it replaces totalDist and numCH with the values of dist and | |, respectively (lines [10] [11] [12] [13] .
The clustering procedure is presented in Algorithm 2. Let C be the set of candidate sensors which includes all sensors at the beginning and is initially set to empty (lines 2-3). The main idea is to select a sensor randomly from the candidate sensors with the high d-hop degree value, adding the selected sensor to , and removing the selected sensor with its d-hop neighboring sensors from the candidate list. The number of CHs is calculated and maintained in the variable l (line 4).
The clustering procedure proceeds until C becomes empty (line 5). At each iteration, a sub-graph induced by C is built and assigned to G(C). for each s i ∈ C do 8: Calcultae d_deg(s i ) with respect to G(C) 9: end for 10 :
Select s i at random from the RCS The list of selected CHs of an optimal local solution is given by * . The visiting order of CHs within * should be determined to obtain the shortest tour. Finding such a visiting order is a well-known TSP problem which is discussed in detail in Section IV-F. After the tour construction, all sensors are informed by AUV about the selected CHs and members.
E. DISTRIBUTED CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
In practice, the centralized scheme may need global information which is difficult to obtain. Thus, in this section, a novel distributed algorithm is proposed to determine the clusters with the aim of creating a short tour without using any localisation information. A shorter tour for the AUV can usually be obtained by having a lower number of clusters with higher density. Therefore, the distributed clustering scheme gives priority to a sensor with a higher d-hop degree to become a CH. The distributed clustering phase is described in Algorithm 3.
Before the distributed clustering phase, each sensor is required to obtain and maintain d-hop neighboring information including the number of neighbors and pairwise distances. During the distributed clustering, there is a competition between sensors to become a CH based on the d-hop degree. A sensor with the ability to cover more sensors has a higher chance to be a CH than others. At the end of the distributed clustering phase, each none-CH sensor may have received declaration messages from different clusters and it should join the closest CH by sending a join message.
A timer-based approach is used to determine the CHs. Upon starting the clustering phase, each sensor sets a delay 
where DP is the clustering time interval and d indicates the maximum d-hop degree of a network topology which can be determined based on the network density, deployment strategy, and network dimensions. Each sensor knows the d value during the deployment time. A short random time duration, λ, is also considered to differentiate the sensors with the same δ d .
Before the delay timer is expired, a sensor may receive the CH declaration messages, CH _msgs, from its d-hop neighboring nodes with higher priority. The receiving sensor should forward the received CH _msg to its neighbors if it has been propagated for less than d hops (lines 3-7) .
After the delay timer is expired, a sensor becomes a CH if no CH _msg received from other d-hop neighboring sensors during the delay period. The CH should broadcast a CH _msg to be received by all d-hop neighboring sensors. A non-CH sensor should also listen and maintain the CH _msgs until the end of the clustering period (lines [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
At the end of the distributed clustering period, a non-CH sensor should send a joining message, join_msg, to a CH with the closest distance. In this way, all sensors are clustered while their relay hop is bounded to d-hops (lines 14-18). All selected CHs should be discovered and their locations are marked by the AUV. The list of CHs is then uploaded to the static sink for the tour planning [19] .
F. DATA GATHERING PHASE
Finding the shortest possible route to visit each CH in the field and returning to the starting point is a well-known problem called Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) [43] . As TSP belongs to the class of NP-hard problems, heuristic algorithms are considered to obtain the near-optimal solution in less computational time. Therefore, in this section, we use a greedy heuristic algorithm to find a short path passing through all CHs obtained from the clustering phase [43] .
Let N be the number of cluster heads in the field. Assume there is an edge between each pair of CHs indicating the geographical distance between them. In the greedy heuristic algorithm, edges are sorted in the ascending order and being added to the tour, from shortest to longest, as long as there is no CH with a degree more than 2, and no early cycle is formed before including N edges. The following algorithm summarizes the procedure:
1. Edges between CHs should be sorted in the ascending order of length.
2. Add the shortest edge to the tour as long as it does not
• Form an early cycle, and
• Create a CH with a degree more than two 3. If the tour constructed so far does not include N edges, step 2 is repeated.
The greedy heuristic algorithm has the complexity of O(n 2 log 2 (n)) where n is the number of CHs [43] .
The tour constructed by the greedy heuristic is not optimal, as some of its edges may cross each other. The 2-opt algorithm can be used to further optimize the initial tour by converting it to a tour without any crossed line [44] . In this algorithm, the initial tour is incrementally improved by swapping all possible pairs of edges, and replacing the current tour with the new tour if it shortens the tour length. This procedure is continued until no more improvements can be made. The 2-opt has the complexity of O(n 2 ) [45] .
The AUV data gathering should be started after the tour planning. The planned tour is used by AUV to visit each CH and collect the aggregated data. Each CH also buffers the data packets received from its members and transfers them to the AUV when it arrives. Members transmit data packets to their CHs with a fixed data rate which is independent of the AUV activity.
When approaching a CH, the AUV transmits a control packet to announce its arrival. Each CH then starts sending the data packets to AUV after notifying the members to be suspended during this period. Then, the AUV travels to the next CH and repeats the same procedure until it returns to the static sink. The next round of data gathering is similarly repeated.
V. DISCUSSION ON THE SENSORS MOBILITY
For the completeness of the routing algorithm, sensor mobility should also be addressed. In UWSNs, two types of network may be used: static and dynamic. In a static network, sensors are anchored to the bottom of the sea and are fixed during the entire network lifetime. In a dynamic network, sensors can move with the water current. In this section, we propose a mechanism to make our scheme resistant to sensor mobility.
The established routing paths may become invalid over the time while sensors continuously move with the water currents. However, sensor mobility in a marine environment has its own specific characteristics. Underwater sensors continuously move in the horizontal direction; however, vertical displacements are almost negligible with respect to the horizontal ones. Furthermore, sensors usually move together at a low speed with the same pattern. Thus, a realistic mobility model gives a better view of the impact of sensors mobility on an underwater routing protocol.
A. SENSOR MOBILITY MODEL
The Meandering Current Mobility (MCM) model is used to capture the physical movement of the sensor nodes [46] . By using the stream-function ψ, the trajectory of a sensor located at (x, y) can be calculated as
where .
x is the zonal (eastward) and . y is the meridional (northward) drift of the sensor in time t. The stream-function which represents a jet-like current is given by [46] ψ(x, y, t) = −tanh
where c and k are the phase speed, and wave-number, respectively. The function B(t) indicates the amplitude of the meanders which is given by
where B 0 is the average meander width. The parameters ε and ω determine the amplitude and frequency of the modulation, respectively.
B. MOBILITY HANDLING MECHANISM
To maintain the routing performance in dynamic environments, we can add a straightforward technique to our proposed scheme. In this way, the initial clustering stays valid for a longer time. During the data gathering phase, the AUV only needs to track and update the position of CHs, and members may join different CHs during this phase. Motivated by the fact that sensors nearly move together, we assume that most of the members remain connected to their CH and some may join to a new CH when they lose any bounded hop connection with the previous CH. Upon joining a cluster, a sensor sets a validation timer that its value should be greater than the packet sending interval. During this time, if the sensor senses any packet transmission from its CH or other members, it only updates its connection accordingly and resets the validation timer. Otherwise, if no neighboring sensor within the same cluster is sensed before the expiration of the validation timer, the sensor looks at other VOLUME 7, 2019 neighboring sensors to checks whether it can connect to a new cluster in compliance with the hop-bound requirement. If yes, the sensor transmits a joining message to the CH with the closest distance. If no, sensor probably has no neighbor or it cannot join to any cluster because of the violation of hopbound constraints. An isolated sensor should wait until it can join a new cluster. Using this technique, the updating and clustering phases do not need to be repeated, when the network topology updates.
Assuming the mobility has been presented to the system model, Fig. 4a shows an example of AUV tour at the beginning of its operation and Fig. 4b shows its status after a while. It is obvious that the tour length increases if sensors have drifted away from the sink. The members of each cluster may have been changed during the operation time, and some sensors like A and B have become isolated. This is because sensor A can see no neighboring sensor in its vicinity and sensor B, despite having the neighboring sensors, cannot join a cluster without violation of the hop bound limitation (2-hop bound in this example). The impact of sensor mobility on the tour length and network connectivity will be discussed in Section VI-B.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the simulation setup and also the experimental results are proposed. First, simulation is conducted to evaluate the impact of sensor mobility on the tour length and network connectivity. The CMDG performance is then assessed against that of the optimal solution in a small-scale network. Finally, extensive simulations are conducted to evaluate the performance of centralized and distributed CMDG (CMDG-cent and CMDG-dist) against those of recently proposed mobile data gathering schemes, AUV_PN [34] , and AEERP [32] .
A. PERFORMANCE METRICS
The following metrics are defined to evaluate the proposed algorithms.
Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): It indicates the ratio of the number of packets successfully received by the sink to the number of packets generated by the sensors.
Energy Tax: It is defined as the average energy consumed per packet to successfully be delivered to the static sink. 
End-to-End Delay:
It shows the average time for data packets to being delivered from sensors to the static sink.
Tour Length: It indicates the total distance traveled by AUV in each data collection round.
Relay Hop Count: It is defined as the average number of hops a packet relayed from sensors to their CHs.
Number of Cluster Heads: It is defined as the number of cluster heads that the AUV should visit them during the data collection phase.
Isolated Sensors: It shows the number of sensors which have no neighboring sensor or those who cannot join any cluster without violating the hop-bound limitation.
Network Lifetime: It is defined as the time when the first sensor runs out of energy. Normalized network lifetime is obtained by dividing all data points in a figure by the largest value [47] , [48] .
B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION WITH SENSOR MOBILITY
In this section, we evaluate the impact of sensor mobility on the tour length and network connectivity over time. The MCM model described in Section V is used in our simulation. We also evaluate our scheme using a Random Walk 2D mobility model (moving in the X-Y plane) in which each sensor moves independently from the others. In the simulation, the tour is initially constructed using a CMDG-dist (d = 2) and then sensors move with either of these mobility models.
1) SIMULATION SETUP
We consider a 3D underwater network with 200 sensors which are initially deployed in a two-dimensional plane 21126 VOLUME 7, 2019 1000m×1000m at a fixed depth. We use a transmission range equal to 100 meters for each sensor. The static sink is placed on the surface at (0, 500, 0) coordinates. We use the streamfunction in Eq. (10) with the same time and space scalings used in [46] as representative of a MCM mobility model in our simulation. We also use B 0 = 1.2, ε = 0.3, ω = 0.4, c = 0.12, and k = 2π/7.5 in Eqs. (10) and (11) . In random walk mobility model, sensors move in random directions with 0.3 m/s speed. All the results are averaged over 50 runs for randomly generated topologies while the simulation time is ranging from 0 to 15 hours.
2) RESULTS
The simulation results help us to understand when it is necessary to repeat the clustering phase based on the application requirements when the mobility is random or predictable. Figs. 5a and 5b show the tour length and the number of isolated sensors over time using different mobility models. As can be seen in Fig. 5a , the tour length increases over time in under both mobility pattern.
There is a more considerable increase in the tour length using the MCM mobility model. This is due to the fact that underwater sensors are continually being drifted away from the sink by the water currents. However, the number of isolated sensors in MCM model increases slowly. This is because the adjacent sensors usually move together with the same pattern. Thus, the pre-built clusters can stay valid for a longer time and also a sensor separated from a cluster has more chance to join another cluster in its vicinity.
The increase in the tour length in the random walk model is less because sensors can move randomly in any direction and consequently their dispersion distance to the sink is less. However, the number of isolated sensors increases very fast because sensors move independently from each other and therefore more CHs and members become separated.
C. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH OPTIMAL SOLUTION
In this section, we compare the results of CMDG, both centralized and distributed, with the optimal solution for small networks. We use CPLEX [49] to obtain the optimal solution for the MIP problem in Section IV-C.
1) SIMULATION SETUP
We consider that acoustic sensors, varies from 10 to 40, are uniformly distributed in a two-dimensional plane 500m × 500m at a fixed depth. The static sink is located on the surface at point (0, 250, 0). Each sensor has a transmission range of 100 meters. The relay hop bound, d, is set to 2 for the proposed schemes and the optimal solution. All the results are averaged over 50 runs for randomly generated topologies. Fig. 6a shows that the tour length is increased when sensors are sparsely deployed (10 to 25 sensors). This is because CHs are selected from a small number of sensors which makes them dispersed from each other and the static sink. The tour length is decreased when the network is dense (25 to 40 sensors). This is because CHs can be selected in the proximity of each other and with less dispersion from the static sink. The CMDG-cent algorithm outperforms CMDG-dist to find a shorter tour and close to the optimal solution utilizing the global information to select the CHs. Fig. 6b indicates that the number of CHs is increased when the number of sensors increases from 10 to 25. This is because a greater number of sensors has a chance to become a CH when the network is still sparse. However, when the network is dense, a fewer number of CHs is required to cover the network field. The lowest number of CHs is used by CMDGcent because its primary criterion is having the minimum number of CHs.
2) RESULTS
As can be observed from Fig. 6c , the average relay hop count is increased by increasing the number of sensors. This is because more sensors can be located in the d-hop distance of CHs when a higher number of sensors are deployed. For CMDG-dist, its tour may be longer than others; however, its average relay hop count is less than other schemes which can contribute to more energy saving.
D. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH OTHER PROTOCOLS
In this section, the CMDG performance is evaluated against other mobile data collection schemes recently reported in the literature, AEERP and AUV_PN, in terms of the packet delivery ratio, energy tax, tour length, end-to-end delay, and network lifetime.
1) SIMULATION SETUP
In our simulation, we use the underwater communication channel described in Section III. The transmission power is set to 105 dB re µ Pa, and the power level threshold for receiving packets without errors is 10 dB re µ Pa. The bit rate is considered as 10 kbps.
We use CSMA MAC protocol with retransmission capability to handling the packet errors and also offsetting the effects of high propagation delay in the underwater environment [50] . When a sensor senses a free channel, it forwards the data packet; otherwise, a back-off algorithm is invoked. After three times back-off, the forwarding node discards the data packet. Upon the packet reception, the receiving sensor sends back a short ACK packet. If the forwarding node fails to hear an ACK packet, the data packet should be retransmitted. The packet is dropped after three retransmissions.
It is considered that sensors (ranging from 100 to 500) are uniformly deployed in a 1000m × 1000m field with a fixed depth at 300 m. Each sensor has a transmission range of 100 meters. In order to send and receive a data packet, 50 W and 0.158 W energy are consumed, respectively. A sensor consumes 0.008 W energy in the idle mode.
Each sensor sends a data packet with the size of 1024 bits at every 100 seconds. The AUV speed is equal to 4 m/s while it travels at a depth of 250 m. The static sink is considered at the corner of the network topology with (0, 500, 0) coordinates. The distributed clustering phase is considered as 80 seconds and the d in Eq. (8) is set to 40. All the results are averaged over 50 runs for randomly generated topologies while the simulation time for each run is set to 12 hours. In order to evaluate the network lifetime, we let the simulation run until the first node runs out of the energy. The initial energy for each node is taken as E 0 = 40000 J .
2) THE IMPACT OF RELAY HOP BOUND
In this set of simulations, we evaluate the performance of CMDG-cent and CMDG-dist as a function of d. We fix the number of sensors at 200, and other system parameters are the same as those described in Section VI-D.1.
From the Figs. 7a and 7b, it can be seen that by increasing d, the tour length is shortened and consequently the average end-to-end delay decreases because each AUV tour is completed faster by traveling in a shorter tour, and data packets are collected at a faster rate. CMDG-cent outperforms CMDG-dist in finding a shorter tour and obtaining a lower end-to-end delay for packet delivery. It is because CMDGcent has a general view and it looks for a near-optimal solution by generating different random and greedy solutions; however, CMDG-dist can only generate one solution which is limited to a timer-based clustering. Fig. 7c shows that the number of total CHs drops as d increases. The reduction in the number of CHs in CMDG-cent is more significant because its primary criterion is to cluster the sensors with the minimum number of CHs. On the other hand, as can be seen in Fig. 7d , the average relay hop count increases as d becomes larger because when d is high, more sensors within a higher average hop count distance can join a CH.
An increase in the average relay hop count results in a reduction in the packet delivery ratio and an increase in energy consumption, as shown in Figs. 7e and 7f , respectively. This is due to the fact that the packet failure probability and also the energy consumption increases when the packets must be relayed in a higher number of hops to the CH on average. Although CMDG-dist has a larger tour length, it can obtain a higher packet delivery ratio and lower energy consumption due to having more clusters with less average hop count distances to each CH.
3) THE IMPACT OF SENSOR DENSITY
In this set of simulation scenarios, the impact of sensor density on the performance of CMDG, AUV_PN, and AEERP are examined. The number of sensors varies from 50 to 500 while other parameters are fixed (as described in Section VI-D.1). The simulation results for the tour length, number of cluster heads, packet delivery ratio, energy tax, and network lifetime are shown in Figs. 8a, 8b, 8c, 8d, and 8e, respectively.
From Fig. 8a , it can be observed that the tour length of AUV_PN is higher than CMDG schemes. In AUV_PN, AUV initiates the data gathering tour from a static base station and moves to the nearest CH to retrieve the list of Path Nodes (PNs). After obtaining the PNs list, the AUV travels to each PN to gather data packets. However, the tour constructed by AUV_PN is not optimal as it crosses over itself. Nevertheless, the tour established by CMDG scheme is optimized using the 2-opt algorithm. In AEERP, the AUV travels a short path which is fixed; however, it increases the energy consumption and packet failure as can be observed in Figs. 8c and 8d .
The number of CHs in different network densities is plotted in Fig. 8b . In CMDG schemes, an increase in the number of CHs can be observed when the number of sensors is increased from 50 to 100 sensors. This is due to the fact that with the fewer number of sensors, the network is not well-connected. However, by having more sensors available, the network topology becomes dense and fully connected. The network is then can be covered with the less number of CHs. Nonetheless, AEERP has a higher number of CHs within a dense network since a greater number of sensors can be located close to the elliptical path, increasing their chances to become a CH. Eventually, it is observable that the number of CHs (including PNs) is fixed in AUV_PN. Fig. 8c plots the packet delivery ratio in different network densities. CMDG schemes have a higher packet delivery ratio compared to those of other schemes because of bounding the packet relay to d = 2 hops. However, AUV_PN does not consider any relay hop bound on the number of packet transmissions. Thus, the packet failure rate increases by increasing the distance between members and PNs and consequently transmitting a packet over a longer range. The packet failure probability in AEERP is very high because the void area may occur between some members and the associated CH when the network is not well-connected. There is also no relay hop bound between members and CHs. Therefore, AEERP has the lowest packet delivery ratio in sparse scenarios. Fig. 8d plots the average energy consumed per packet in each scheme. The energy consumption of CMDG-dist is significantly less than those of others. It is due to the fact that the number of transmissions is considerably decreased by considering the relay hop bound.
The AUV_PN consumes higher energy than CMDG-dist. This is because, in AUV_PN, the number of CHs is less than CMDG-dist. The fewer number of CHs results in a higher distance between sensors and CHs and therefore wasting more energy because of packet transmission over a longer range.
Furthermore, in AUV_PN, cluster heads are not engaged in data collection, and they are only visited by AUV for obtaining the list of PNs. Therefore, the number of CHs participating in local data aggregation is less than the actual value.
AEERP wastes a lot of energy in a sparse network because of the void problem. When the network is dense, the network becomes well-connected and the void area is mostly disappeared. However, AEERP still consumes a higher amount of energy because of having no relay hop bound constraint. Fig. 8e shows that the network lifetime is decreased when the network density increases. This is because a higher number of sensors are assigned to a cluster in a dense network resulted in rapid energy depletion of CHs. The network lifetime of CMDG-dist is higher than those of others because sensors are uniformly assigned to a large number of clusters. In AEERP, the number of CHs is higher than CMDG-dist when the network is dense; however, the sensors are not uniformly assigned to the CHs which can deplete the energy of a group of CHs very quickly resulted in a shorter lifetime than CMDG-dist. The lower number of clusters in AUV_PN also keeps its lifetime lower than CMDG-dist.
4) THE IMPACT OF NETWORK AREA SIZE
In this section, the impact of network area size on the proposed schemes is investigated. The number of sensors is fixed at 200 while the side length of the distributed area, SL, is varied from 500 m to 2000 m. In AEERP, the semi-major and semi-minor axes of the elliptic path are set to SL/2 and SL/5, respectively. Figs. 9a, 9b, 9c, 9d, and 9e plot the results for the tour length, number of cluster heads, packet delivery ratio, energy tax, and network lifetime, respectively. Fig. 9a indicates that the tour length increases as SL is increased. This is due to the fact that an AUV should travel a longer tour to visit all clusters formed in a wider area. In a small area scenario, AUV_PN has the highest tour length (SL is less than 1000m). However, in a broader area, AUV_PN has a shorter tour compared to those of CMDG schemes. This is because the geographical distances between CHs are increased while the number of CHs is fixed in AUV_PN (as shown in Fig. 9b ). On the other hand, CMDG schemes use a higher number of CHs to maintain the relay hop bound and cover more positions in a wider area. Therefore, the tour length is increased as an expense while the packet delivery ratio and energy saving are considerably improved as shown in Figs. 9c and 9d , respectively. Fig. 9c shows that the packet delivery ratio in CMDG schemes increases as SL becomes longer. This is because the number of CHs in CMDG schemes is increased by increasing SL as shown in Fig. 9b , and consequently the average relay hop count decreases. By decreasing the average relay hop count, the packet delivery probability increases as each packet should be relayed over a lower number of hops on average. In AEERP, when SL is small, the network is well-connected with possibly very few void areas between members and CHs, and consequently its packet delivery ratio is high. However, when SL increases, the hop distance between members and CHs is increased and the chance of packet failure is increased because of the higher chance of void occurrence or high bit error rate. The packet delivery ratio in AUV_PN also drops as SL increases because the number of CHs remains fixed and only the distance of members to their CHs is increased. The higher distance between the members and CHs can increase the packet failure probability.
As shown in Fig. 9d , the energy consumption of AUV_PN increases as SL is increased. In AUV_PN, by increasing SL, the distance between sensors and CHs is increased while the number of CHs is still fixed. Therefore, a data packet needs to be transmitted with a higher power to cope with the attenuation and path loss over a long distance. The energy of AEERP is also increased as SL increases because packets should be relayed over more hops while some of them fail because of the existence of void communication area. However, the energy consumption of CMDG schemes is decreased as SL increases. The is because, in a wider area, the number of CHs increases while the number of sensors is fixed. Therefore, sensors are allocated to each CH with lower hop count distances resulted in more energy saving. Fig. 9e shows the normalized network lifetime as a function of SL. The network lifetime of CMDG schemes is increased as SL increases. This is because the number of clusters is increased as the sensors are distributed in a wider area. Thus, the lower number of sensors are assigned to each CH resulted in a higher network lifetime. However, in a broader area, the network lifetime of AUV_PN and AEERP is less than those of CMDG schemes because the number of clusters is not increased proportionally with the network dimensions.
VII. CONCLUSION
AUV-aided mobile data gathering schemes have obtained considerable attention for environmental monitoring in UWSNs. In this paper, a new mobile data gathering scheme, CMDG, has been proposed to make a trade-off between data gathering latency and energy consumption. In a centralized or a distributed manner, CMDG selects a group of sensors as CHs by considering the energy and latency constraints. The cluster heads have the responsibility to collect the information from sensors and deliver them to the AUV when it arrives. After obtaining the list of CHs, the AUV plans a near-optimal tour to visit CHs and gather the data from them and finally return and upload data to the static sink. If the mobility is presented to the system, CMDG still can keep its performance high for a long time. CMDG can improve the scalability and resolve the void problem in sparse networks. The simulation results indicated that CMDG can obtain a better trade-off between the data gathering latency and energy saving in comparison to those of existing mobile data gathering schemes. As future work, we plan to design mobile data gathering schemes with multiple AUVs and sinks in large-scale underwater sensor networks. 
